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A Visual Identity Design for a hypothetical hydration drink worthy 

of a cult following - targeted at people who spend too much time 

at their desk due to Work, Education or Hobby.

.















A Packaging and Social Media, Chocolate Re-Brand Project with a 

positive message and capmaign to save our seas and reduce plastic 

waste - whilst telling a fairytale style origin story of the 

belgian coast.

.









Visual Identity Design for a Virtual Reality experience & video 

game store with its main purpose being to entice people to 

experience the world of VR.

.









Website mockup for the 

online section of the store 

as well as booking service 

for in-store eperience.

https://readymag.com/

u562916716/4053871/

.





An app to encourage youth to engage 

with the news with a slight twist of 

rewarding you with cosmetic options for 

the app.

.





The news can be effortlessly catered 

towards you and sorted into a simple 

and clean list.

.



Editorial Project that goes through the various Eras of Formula 1 

ranging from 1950 to Present Day and how they have influenced the 

sports popularity.

.
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ABout me
I am a 20 year old Graphic Design Student at Norwich University of the Arts.

I’ve always been passionate about design. As far as I can remember, the entirety of my 
early to late teenage years (and till this day), I’ve admired other peoples work and have 
been excited and intrigued about different designs on packaging and advertisements.

I find design challenging, but in a good way. It amazes me how many directions design can 
take and how many outcomes are able to be produced from just a single idea. 

I am a very individual worker, but i do think that sharing your ideas with peers can lead 
to even greater ideas and beautiful work therefore i do also enjoy working in groups. I 
look up to other designers as they go through different thought processes to me and will 
tackle challenges in different ways to me which fascinates me.

Education
Norwich University of the Arts:
BA(Hons) Graphic Design

Stowupland High School:
A Levels in Product Design, Business and History.

Work
Biga Napoletana Pizzeria
Front of House Staff & Designer
May 2021 - Present

Passione D’Amore Italian Cafe
Designer & Social Media Management
April 2023 - Present

Stowupland High School
Design Support Teacher
2 Weeks - Work Experience

Contact
Email: kacperpolnisiak.design@gmail.com

Tel: 07387168007


